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USAID Two Wheel Tractors in Afghanistan.
In the last newsletter, I reported on USAID project to supply over 6000 two-wheel
tractors at a subsidised price to farmers in Afghanistan. USAID now has a video on
this. Have a look at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ScLH00H45Y
It is over four minutes long, and may be a big for some on slow Internet connections.
A better picture of the Thai two wheel tractor seed drill for direct seeding of rice.

This unit was designed by Mr Suraweth Krishnasrei, of the Agricultural Machinery
Division of the Thai DOA, He has now retired but remains as a Senior Advisor to the
Thai DOA.
It appears to have staggered double disc openers, fitted to a simple 50 mm sq. tool
bar.

Here is a picture of a field planted with the seed drill and another of a similar unit
fitted to a four wheel tractor.
My Thanks to John Schiller of Univ. of Queensland for this information.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Mr. Sun Liangjun, the Manager of the Two Wheel tractor Division of Dong Feng
Agricultural machinery Co. in Changzhou PR China, has sent me details of a new
seed metering system for the 2BG-6A rotary seed drill for two wheel tractor. I have
pasted portion of his report below. More details on request.

Seed Spacing Drill (Hill Drill) Model 2BD-4

This is the basic seed drill.

These are the results for hill planting direct seeded rice.
1. Working principle
The shallow tiller adopted in the Seed Spacing Drill Model 2BD-4 could be the
same of the traditional Cultivator drill Model 2BG-6A, but sowing portion is
different. The power is from the sprocket on right hand half axle of the walking
tractor through the drive chain to the (smaller) driven sprocket in the gearbox
above the seed box, then through another chain to the seed meter gearbox to
drive the seeding shaft, and then to drive the seed plate. The seed scoop will
then fetch and cast the seeds into seed tube, and then precise amount of seeds
shall drop into soil right behind the Seed colter instantly. At last the seeds will be
covered with soil casted by the shallow tiller and rolled by the roller just as the
same as the traditional Cultivator drill Model 2BG-6A does.
The Schematic drawing below shows the structure and working principle of the
new pattern seed meter:

1. Shaft 2. Torsion spring 3. Seeding arm 4. Seed box 5. Seed scoop
6. Trigger wheel 7. Seed plate 8. Guiding cover 9. Seed tube
10. Beam 11. Brush bracket

2. Mounting and adjusting of the Seed Spacing Drill Model 2BD-4
The shallow tiller of the Seed Spacing Drill Model 2BD-4 is connected to the main
gearbox of the walking tractor DF-12 (L) just as the mounting of the traditional
Cultivator drill Model 2BG-6A.
The drive system is also alike the traditional Cultivator drill Model 2BG-6A, but
fix the half type sprocket (Z 22) on the right side half axle of the walking tractor,
connect the chain with the Sprocket (Z 22) with the sprocket in seed meter
gearbox above the seed box, adjust the tensioner against the chain for obtaining
the proper chain tension and keep the two sprockets in the same vertical plane.
The available row distance is of 250 mm, 300 mm and 800 mm. In case the user
has special requirements in this regard, then it should be first consulted with the
manufactory and place the special order after being confirmed by the
manufactory. The seed space could be adjusted by changing the sprockets of
different teeth number. For example, the manufacturer’s setting of the seed
spacing is of 220 mm, if interchanging the drive sprocket in the gearbox above
the seed box and the driven sprocket in seed meter gearbox, then seed space of
300 mm could be obtained.
This is essentially a vertical cup feed seed meter. The demonstration is with rice.
However three sizes of cups are available, and the inventor claims that all types of
crop seeds can be planted, provided the correct cup is used.
This is a promising development. However some details on price would assist. Also
independent tests on the accuracy of this meter compared to other systems would be
of value.

Peter Chisawillo of Intermech Engineering, Morogoro, Tanzania has come up with
this unique design for a two row seed drill to suit two wheel tractor.
It has some features of the John Morrison single row seed drill, which uses the
coulter-tine-press wheel system. He has also taken some of the tool bar design
features of the ACIAR-Rogro zero tillage seed drill.
The seed meters are the dual range fluted roller units, as supplied by Mr. Sun, and
there is a fluted roller meter in the fertiliser box.
Congratulations to Peter and his team for this innovative seed drill. We await the
results of field testing with interest.

Fabrication of ACIAR-Rogro design zero tillage seed drill for two wheel tractor
In Cambodia.
Below are some pictures of partly made seed drills in the workshop of Russeykeo
farm Implement Company in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

Mr. Ouchhoeum Larano the principal of the company is in the left picture
Bob Martin, who is conducting an ACIAR Project in Cambodia arranged the
fabrication. Altogether ten units will be made, six for research work and use by
NGO’s and farmer groups, and four for commercial sale. Bob has a whole suite of
experiments lined up as soon as the machines are completed. The Cambodian
Agricultural Research Institute (CARDI) is also assisting.
Rear lift and steering system for two wheel tractor.

This project has yet to be completed. I have encountered a few challenges. The lift
system works OK, but a robust steering system eludes me at the present time.
I may be on the look out for an automotive design engineer who is expert in such
matters. So far it has been trial and error

